Analysis of the phenotypes of Jurkat clones with different TRAIL-sensitivities.
Tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) has been shown to exert potent cytotoxic activity against many tumor cells but not normal cells. However, some tumor cells are resistant to TRAIL, and it has not been determined how this occurs. In the present study, we obtained three subgroups of Jurkat clones with TRAIL-sensitive, -partial resistant and -resistant phenotypes. We found that most TRAIL-resistant and -partial resistant clones expressed low levels of DR5, whereas most TRAIL-sensitive clones expressed high levels of Death Receptor (DR5). However, there were clones with a range of different TRAIL-sensitivities that had similar levels of DR5 expression. The expression levels of DR4 and the decoy receptors, DcR1 and DcR2, did not correlate with TRAIL sensitivities. We also compared the subgroups in terms of the expression of Fas-associated death domain protein (FADD), the levels of activation of Receptor Interacting Protein (RIP) and caspases, and cleavage of Poly (ADP-Ribose)Polymerase (PARP). Basal expression levels of FADD were not significantly different among the subgroups. After treatment with TRAIL, both TRAIL-sensitive and partial resistant clones showed high levels of activation of caspase-3, caspase-8, RIP and PARP. Relative basal level and induced level of Phosphoprotein over Expressed in Diabetes/Phosphoprotein Enriched in Astrocytes (PED/PEA-15) after TRAIL treatment were compared in the clones. Basal levels of PED/PEA-15 expression were similar among sensitive, partial resistant and resistant clones. TRAIL did not change the PED/PEA-15 level in the clones. In addition, transduction and expression of the dominant negative form of the I-kBalpha gene did not change TRAIL-sensitivities. Our results showed that the expression levels of DR5, the activation levels of caspase-8, -3 and RIP were critical factors in determining TRAIL-sensitivities in Jurkat cells. The results of our study also suggest that cells with different TRAIL-sensitivities arise through multiple mechanisms even within a single cell line.